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2  -  About us

    A family tradition
The family firm of Ivanhoe was founded in 1946 in Gällstad, a district known as Sweden’s own knitting centre, where the traditions and pioneering 
spirit of fine garment making still live on. Ivanhoe manufactures and sells clothes for active people and several generations of experience and 
competence enable us to continuously develop both base and functional garments. 

The company was founded by Martin Göthager in 1946, and has since the 80’s been run by his three sons. Today the third generation - Anders, 
Anna and Karin - are the ones taking the business forward, with pride and high hopes for the future.
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WHY WOOL? 

Wool is one of the trendiest and most eco-friendly 
textiles on the market. Wool is a renewable and 
natural material, which makes it one of our most 
sustainable material resources in the world.

Wool is not only environmental friendly, it is also 
nature’s very own high functional material, and 
there is no man made fibre that comes even close 
when talking about functionality.

SUSTAINABLE FASHION 

Sustainable fashion is not just about choosing the 
right fiber & materials, it is also about the choice 
of producer, how they act, their choices and where 
they are located, how far the garments need to be 
shipped etc. We produce our garments in our own 
factory in Gällstad and at partner companies in 
Europe, with whom we have a very transparent 
cooperation. Manufacturing in Sweden and Europe 
gives shorter distances for transports, which in-
stantly gives a lower environmental impact.

We work almost completely with wool, but we 
also incorporate new blends and modern knit-
ting techniques. This results in well made, classic 
and hardwearing clothes, clothes that will give 
you many long years of enjoyable use, which is 
another important factor when talking about sus-
tainable fashion - the longivity of the garment.

Consider quality rather than quantity. It's not 
about spending more money, but spending them 
on fewer more long-lasting items.

Female    4  

Male    1 6

G Y  C ol l e c t ion    2 8

N LS  -  New  Leve l  o f  Sus t a inab i l i t y   3 4

Ju nior  C o l l e c t ion     4 4

Under wool / Layer  1    4 6

Ac c e s sor i e s    5 2

C la s s i c    6 0

Home  C ol l e c t ion    6 2  

Mate r i a l  gu ide    6 4
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BRODAL 
FEMALE CLASSIC

1100181

Our classic full zip jacket 
with a discreet embroidery 

down on left arm. 

NANNE FULL ZIP

1100496

Jaquard knitted snowflake 
pattern with a Scandinavian 
touch. Inverted zip at front 

and in side pockets. Embroi-
dery on upper left arm.

BRODAL FEMALE

1100395

Our classic full zip jacket 
with a discreet embroidery 
down on left arm. Some 

classic colours available all 
year around, additional 

colours in season. 

BRODAL LONG

1100394

The classic and popular 
long jacket, here in seasonal 
colours. Side pockets, 2-way 
moulded zip and tonal em-
broidery down on left arm.

BRODAL 
LONG CLASSIC

1100173

Classic long jacket with a 
2-way moulded zip at front 

and side pockets with a welt. 

F E M A L E  C O L L E C T I O N

The demand for "brand new" is replaced by a longing for timelessness, which is why we present a collection containing styles 
with a classic touch, styles that we think will give you many years of enjoyable use. The boiled wool styles are the ones with 
the biggest impact in the collection. Our unique boiled wool quality is made from wool that is mulesingfree and yarn that is 

Bluesign® certified. This year we are working with colour families where the classic styles have more earth tones and the more 
sporty styles are vivid and colourful.

4  -  Female Collection
Ipsum Hat 070
Nanne Full Zip 070



022/navy 071/denim090/light loden

BRODAL 
FEMALE CLASSIC

1100181

Our classic full zip jacket 
with a discreet embroidery 

down on left arm. 
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NANNE FULL ZIP

1100496

Jaquard knitted snowflake 
pattern with a Scandinavian 
touch. Inverted zip at front 

and in side pockets. Embroi-
dery on upper left arm.

BRODAL FEMALE

1100395

Our classic full zip jacket 
with a discreet embroidery 
down on left arm. Some 

classic colours available all 
year around, additional 

colours in season. 

BRODAL LONG

1100394

The classic and popular 
long jacket, here in seasonal 
colours. Side pockets, 2-way 
moulded zip and tonal em-
broidery down on left arm.

BRODAL 
LONG CLASSIC

1100173

Classic long jacket with a 
2-way moulded zip at front 

and side pockets with a welt. 

051/off white044/red 055/graphite marl015/black

051/off white 044/red 055/graphite marl015/black

022/navy

CLASSIC

CLASSIC

090/light loden071/denim

090/light loden

Material: 100% wool, 
boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

Material: 100% wool, boiled 
wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

Material: 100% wool, boiled 
wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

Material: 100% wool, boiled 
wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool 
quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

018/ruby wine092/light silver grey

092/light silver grey018/ruby wine

NEW

002/light navy 070/red clay 092/light silver grey

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

4  -  Female Collection



6  -  Outdoor

BEATA FULL ZIP

1100568

One of our most popular 
female styles is Beata with 

its classic cut and decorative 
seams. Inverted zip at front 
and in side pockets, embroi-

dery on upper left arm.

BEATA VEST

1100569

The perfect vest! Warm 
and comfortable to wear. 

Inverted zip at front and in 
side pockets, embroidery 

back on left shoulder. 

RITA HOOD

1100561

Hooded boiled wool style 
with full zip at front and 

zipped side pockets. Arms, 
hood and back in solid 

colour and front in a tonal 
striped knitting which gives 
a great effect. Embroidery 

on upper left arm and 
drawstring down at body. 
Knitted in 100% wool, 

where wool is mulesingfree 
and yarn Bluesign®-certified. 

DINA HALF ZIP

1100562

Boiled wool garment 
knitted in 100% wool. 
Embroidery, zip and 

knitted multicoloured cuffs 
in happy accent colours 

gives this garment a great 
expression. Perfect as a 

warming layer 2.

6  -Female Collection

We have our own production facility in Gällstad where approximately 

90% of all knitting takes place. We also have our design- and sample 

department, embroidery service and a small sewing department here. 

Additional production takes place in partner factories around  

Europe. Having production in Sweden and Europe gives us  

control, flexibility and shorter lead times. We can act and react quickly 

and can adjust production to demand and easily develop new  products 

in season.

Ipsum Hat 117
Dina Half Zip 006

Ron Hood 065
Ipsum Hat 015
Rita Hood 070
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BEATA FULL ZIP

1100568

One of our most popular 
female styles is Beata with 

its classic cut and decorative 
seams. Inverted zip at front 
and in side pockets, embroi-

dery on upper left arm.

BEATA VEST

1100569

The perfect vest! Warm 
and comfortable to wear. 

Inverted zip at front and in 
side pockets, embroidery 

back on left shoulder. 

055/graphite marl 002/light navy

002/light navy 055/graphite marl

RITA HOOD

1100561

Hooded boiled wool style 
with full zip at front and 

zipped side pockets. Arms, 
hood and back in solid 

colour and front in a tonal 
striped knitting which gives 
a great effect. Embroidery 

on upper left arm and 
drawstring down at body. 
Knitted in 100% wool, 

where wool is mulesingfree 
and yarn Bluesign®-certified. 

Material: 100% wool, 
boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

Extended siz
e! Colour 055 

available i
n size 34

Material: 100% wool, 
boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

NEW

NEW
111/fuchsia red 065/cactus006/turquoise

NEW NEW

002/light navy 055/graphite marl075/loden green 070/red clay

DINA HALF ZIP

1100562

Boiled wool garment 
knitted in 100% wool. 
Embroidery, zip and 

knitted multicoloured cuffs 
in happy accent colours 

gives this garment a great 
expression. Perfect as a 

warming layer 2.

Material: 100% wool, 
boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

NEW

055/graphite marl 065/cactus111/fuchsia red006/turquoise

6  -Female Collection

111/fuchsia red 006/turquoise
NEW NEWNEW

065/cactus



BIM SHORT SKIRT WB

1100544

Windbreaker skirt knitted in 
100% wool, and equipped with 
a high functional lining. Zip in 
left side makes it easy to take on 
and off. Wear over a pair of jeans 
or trousers on cold days, or with 

stockings at the office. 
Size 38 measures 47cm.

8  -  Female Collection

SIRE CREWNECK

1100531

Classic crewneck style with 
a folklore inspired pattern. 
Knitted in 100% wool and 
will for sure be a long time 
favourite! Small logo badge 

down at left arm.

BIM LONG SKIRT WB

1100545

Windbreaker skirt knitted in 
100% wool, and equipped with 
a high functional lining. Zip in 
left side makes it easy to take on 
and off. Wear over a pair of jeans 
or trousers on cold days, or with 

stockings at the office. 
Size 38 measures 70 cm.

FREYA FULL ZIP

1100528

Classic style in a typical 
Scandinavian pattern. Four 

lovely colours available. 
Don't forget to take a look 

at the program of accessories 
available in the same pattern 

and quality!

ELLIE FULL ZIP

1100523

Lovely wool jacket where we 
mix our boiled wool quality 

with a beautiful jaquard 
knitted snowflake pattern with 
a typcial Scandinavian touch. 
Moulded zip at front and in 
side pockets and small logo 

badge down at left arm. 

We use 

SPORT 
LODEN 
WOOL 

in our boiled wool garments. 
The wool is mulesing free and the yarn is 

Blue Sign certified.

Ipsum Hat 075
Ellie Full Zip 075



BIM SHORT SKIRT WB

1100544

Windbreaker skirt knitted in 
100% wool, and equipped with 
a high functional lining. Zip in 
left side makes it easy to take on 
and off. Wear over a pair of jeans 
or trousers on cold days, or with 

stockings at the office. 
Size 38 measures 47cm.
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SIRE CREWNECK

1100531

Classic crewneck style with 
a folklore inspired pattern. 
Knitted in 100% wool and 
will for sure be a long time 
favourite! Small logo badge 

down at left arm.

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

076/lichen green

NEW

BIM LONG SKIRT WB

1100545

Windbreaker skirt knitted in 
100% wool, and equipped with 
a high functional lining. Zip in 
left side makes it easy to take on 
and off. Wear over a pair of jeans 
or trousers on cold days, or with 

stockings at the office. 
Size 38 measures 70 cm.

Knitted material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

Lining: 100% PA, 
breathability: 20000g/m2/24h

015/black 013/grey

015/black013/grey

Lining: 100% PA, 
breathability: 20000g/m2/24h

002/light navy 020/grey marl

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material, 
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on 
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base 
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material, 
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on 
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base 
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

Knitted material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

409/winter white

FREYA FULL ZIP

1100528

Classic style in a typical 
Scandinavian pattern. Four 

lovely colours available. 
Don't forget to take a look 

at the program of accessories 
available in the same pattern 

and quality!

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

ELLIE FULL ZIP

1100523

Lovely wool jacket where we 
mix our boiled wool quality 

with a beautiful jaquard 
knitted snowflake pattern with 
a typcial Scandinavian touch. 
Moulded zip at front and in 
side pockets and small logo 

badge down at left arm. 

Material: 100% wool
Weight boiled wool quality: 
approx. 450g/m2

Mulesingfree wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

NEW

055/graphite marl

NEW

075/loden green

NEW
444/deep red

NEW

008/forever blue

NEW

055/graphite marl

NEW

075/loden green

NEW

008/forever blue



10  -  Female Collection

BELLA FULL ZIP

1100416

Full zip style knitted in our thinner, 
cooler boiled wool quality in a 

mixture of wool and TENCEL®. 
Material is plated with TENCEL® 
closest to body which gives a softer 
and cooler feeling against the skin. 
Moulded zip at front and in side 

pockets and embroidery on upper 
left arm. 

MOREL HOOD FM

1100521

Hooded style in a unique 3D-knit 
with  TENCEL® closest to body 

and wool facing out. The air 
pockets created in knitting are 

both functional and give a unique 
expression. Rib knitted cuffs down 

at body and at arm openings. 
Logo badge on upper left arm.

FLORA VEST

1100534

This full zip vest with zipped 
side pockets have a classic and 

timeless design. Material is plated 
with TENCEL® closest to body, 
which gives a softer and cooler 

feeling against the skin. Embroi-
dery is to be found on backside 

on upper left shoulder. 

MOREL FULL ZIP FM

1100550

High functional wool jacket with 
TENCEL™ closest to body and 
wool facing out. Outer surface 
in a unique, high tech 3D-knit. 
Full zip style with side pockets, 

also equipped with zippers. Logo 
badge on upper left arm.

Morel Full Zip 018
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BELLA FULL ZIP

1100416

Full zip style knitted in our thinner, 
cooler boiled wool quality in a 

mixture of wool and TENCEL®. 
Material is plated with TENCEL® 
closest to body which gives a softer 
and cooler feeling against the skin. 
Moulded zip at front and in side 

pockets and embroidery on upper 
left arm. 

MOREL HOOD FM

1100521

Hooded style in a unique 3D-knit 
with  TENCEL® closest to body 

and wool facing out. The air 
pockets created in knitting are 

both functional and give a unique 
expression. Rib knitted cuffs down 

at body and at arm openings. 
Logo badge on upper left arm.

Material: Boiled wool quality
60% wool/40% Lycocell (TENCEL®)
Weight: approx. 350g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified wool yarn

Material: 60% wool/38% Lycocell 
(TENCEL®)/ 2% Elasthane
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified wool yarn

FLORA VEST

1100534

This full zip vest with zipped 
side pockets have a classic and 

timeless design. Material is plated 
with TENCEL® closest to body, 
which gives a softer and cooler 

feeling against the skin. Embroi-
dery is to be found on backside 

on upper left shoulder. 

Material: Boiled wool quality
60% wool/40% Lycocell (TENCEL®)
Weight: approx. 350g/m2

Mulesing free wool, Bluesign® certified wool yarn

071/denim013/grey

MOREL FULL ZIP FM

1100550

High functional wool jacket with 
TENCEL™ closest to body and 
wool facing out. Outer surface 
in a unique, high tech 3D-knit. 
Full zip style with side pockets, 

also equipped with zippers. Logo 
badge on upper left arm.

Material: 60% wool/38% Lycocell 
(TENCEL®)/ 2% Elasthane
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified wool yarn 071/denim 013/grey

092/light silver grey

092/light silver grey

055/graphite marl002/light navy 076/lichen green 174/lilac rose 506/sand 068/jeans

055/graphite marl002/light navy 076/lichen green506/sand 068/jeans

NEW
018/ruby wine

NEW

018/ruby wine
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ZELDA HALF ZIP

1100539

Narrow fitted, sporty half style 
knitted in our boiled wool/Lycra® 
quality. Two different colours of 
knitted fabric is combined and 

front zip has contrasting colour and 
extra length for both design and 
functionality as it makes it easier 

to take on and off. Chest pocket is 
tonal to body colour. Lycra band 

down at arms. Embroidery is found 
on upper left arm.

MILA FULL ZIP

1100548

Full zip wool jacket in our lighter 
325g boiled wool quality; 98% 
wool and 2% elasthane. Lycra 
band down at arms and body 
for funtion and more sporty 

look. Side pockets with zip and 
front zip with a 2-way function. 
Narrow fitted style perfect as a 
thinner between-seasons jacket   
or as a high functional layer 2 

under your jacket.

ZOYA HOOD

1100549

Sporty hoodie in our lighter 
325g boiled wool quality; 98% 
wool and 2% elasthane. Lycra 

band down at arms and body for 
funtion and a more sporty expres-

sion. Side pockets with zip and 
front zip with a 2-way function. 
Narrow fitted style perfect as a 

thinner between-seasons jacket or 
as a high functional layer 2 under 

your jacket.

High functional 
MATERIAL 

provided 
BY NATURE

engineered 
with 

PRECISION

Zoya Hood 405
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ZELDA HALF ZIP

1100539

Narrow fitted, sporty half style 
knitted in our boiled wool/Lycra® 
quality. Two different colours of 
knitted fabric is combined and 

front zip has contrasting colour and 
extra length for both design and 
functionality as it makes it easier 

to take on and off. Chest pocket is 
tonal to body colour. Lycra band 

down at arms. Embroidery is found 
on upper left arm.

Material: Boiled wool quality, 
98% wool/2% Elasthane (Lycra®)
Weight: approx. 325g/m2

Mulesing free wool, Bluesign® certified wool yarn

013/grey

MILA FULL ZIP

1100548

Full zip wool jacket in our lighter 
325g boiled wool quality; 98% 
wool and 2% elasthane. Lycra 
band down at arms and body 
for funtion and more sporty 

look. Side pockets with zip and 
front zip with a 2-way function. 
Narrow fitted style perfect as a 
thinner between-seasons jacket   
or as a high functional layer 2 

under your jacket.

Material: Boiled wool quality,
98% wool/2% Elasthane (Lycra®)
Side panels: 100% wool
Weight: approx. 325g/m2

Mulesing free wool, Bluesign® certified wool yarn

ZOYA HOOD

1100549

Sporty hoodie in our lighter 
325g boiled wool quality; 98% 
wool and 2% elasthane. Lycra 

band down at arms and body for 
funtion and a more sporty expres-

sion. Side pockets with zip and 
front zip with a 2-way function. 
Narrow fitted style perfect as a 

thinner between-seasons jacket or 
as a high functional layer 2 under 

your jacket.

Material: Boiled wool quality, 
98% wool/2% Elasthane (Lycra®)
Weight: approx. 325g/m2

Mulesing free wool, Bluesign® certified
wool yarn

Colour 055 
in 

extended s
ize 34!

055/graphite marl

013/grey

NEW

117/sparkling grape

NEW

405/electric blue

NEW

117/sparkling grape 110/zen blue

NEW

117/sparkling grape

NEW

405/electric blue

Sporty & high functional

Sport Loden wool in a mixture with 2% Lycra® to make garments extra flexible 
and stretchy. Especially suitable and comfortable on this narrow fitted program.
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HEDDA FULL ZIP

1100560

Full zip style, replacing previous 
style Flisan full zip, where we have 
updated the knitting quality to a 
12 gauge half Milano knit. 100%  
Merino wool, extrafine, guaran-

teed to be mulesingfree. Moulded 
zip at front and in side pockets.  
Embroidery down at left arm.

HEDDA WB

1100559

Full zip, windbreaker jacket in a 
soft, light and comfortable half 
Milano knit. Perfect to wear a 

windy day at the golfcourse, but 
also an optimal jacket inbetween 
seasons. Knitted in 100% Merino 
wool, extrafine, guaranteed to be 
mulesingfree. Zipped side pockets 
and an extra pocket at upper left 
arm. Embroidery along armpock-

et. A drawstring down at body 
makes it easy to adjust fitting. 

Ipsum Hat 015
Wilma WB 041
York Vest WB 015
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015 /black

WILMA WB

1100228

Light weight windbreaker style 
knitted in 100% fine Merino wool 
and equipped with high functional 

lining.

041/stone 009/purple

Knitting: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine,
mulesingfree
Lining: 100% PA, 
breathability: 20 000g/m2/24h

071/denim

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material, 
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on 
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base 
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

YORK VEST WB

2100504

Light weight, full zip vest 
equipped  with high functional 
windbreaker lining. Fine gauge 
knitting in 100% Merino wool, 
extrafine. Rib knitted cuff down 
at body and same soft rib knit 
on collar. Thin and flexible zip 
at front and in side pockets. 

OBS! Sold as unisex and avail-
able in XS

Knitting: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, mulesingfree
Lining: 100% PA, breathability: 20000g/m2/24hThis artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material, 

literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on 
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base 
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

022/navy015/black055/graphite marl

See side 27
 for York full z

ip, 

in the sam
e program

LINDSEY HALF ZIP

1100552

Sporty half zip style knitted in 
100% Merino wool, extrafine. 

3D-knit along arms in fresh co-
lour combinations. Lycra band 
down at arms and logo on zip 
puller and also on small badge 

down at left side of body. 

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine,
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 400g/m2

015/black009/purple 617/steel blue

Knitting: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine,
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 400g/m2

Lining: 100% PA, breathability: 20 000g/m2/24h

HEDDA FULL ZIP

1100560

Full zip style, replacing previous 
style Flisan full zip, where we have 
updated the knitting quality to a 
12 gauge half Milano knit. 100%  
Merino wool, extrafine, guaran-

teed to be mulesingfree. Moulded 
zip at front and in side pockets.  
Embroidery down at left arm.

HEDDA WB

1100559

Full zip, windbreaker jacket in a 
soft, light and comfortable half 
Milano knit. Perfect to wear a 

windy day at the golfcourse, but 
also an optimal jacket inbetween 
seasons. Knitted in 100% Merino 
wool, extrafine, guaranteed to be 
mulesingfree. Zipped side pockets 
and an extra pocket at upper left 
arm. Embroidery along armpock-

et. A drawstring down at body 
makes it easy to adjust fitting. 

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine,
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 400g/m2

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material, 
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on 
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base 
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

009/puple090/light loden071/denim

015/black009/purple617/steel blue 076/lichen green

015/black 009/purple617/steel blue076/lichen green
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M A L E  C O L L E C T I O N

As our female collection also our male line has a focus on timelessness, containing classic garments with persistant expressions. The 
life span of the garment is as important as choosing the right fiber when talking about sustainable fashion. We work hard trying 

to find the best combination of high quality and design in order to supply dateless favourites. Also in the male collection we try to 
implement more colours and separate the classic styles from the ones with a more sporty expression.

DANNY FULL ZIP

2100452 

Our most popular male style, a 
full zip jacket with moulded zip at 
front and in side pockets. Flat lock 
seam with stitching in contrasting 
colour, drawstring at bottom and 

embroidery on upper left arm.

DANTE VEST

2100486

Wool vest with moulded zip at 
front and in side pockets. Draw-

string down at body bottom makes 
it easy to adjust fit. Embroidery on 

back below collar. 

BRODAL HALF ZIP

2100503 

Classic half zip style with draw-
string at bottom and logo badge 
on upper left arm. Contrasting 

colour on zip puller.

JON FULL ZIP

2100472

Full zip sweater with solid 
wool material in body and 
wildmelangé knitting on 
yoke and arms. Style has 
embroidery on upper left 
arm. Moulded zip at front 

and in side pockets.

RON HOOD

2100537

Hoodie in 100% boiled wool 
with a sporty touch, where 

both sides of the plated fabric 
is used for extra design effect. 
Full zip at front and zipped 
side pockets. Accent colours 

on embroidery and zip pullers 
and drawstring down at body. 

Wool used is mulesingfree 
and yarn Bluesign® certified.

Ipsum Hat 015
Ron Hood 038



055/graphite marl
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As our female collection also our male line has a focus on timelessness, containing classic garments with persistant expressions. The 
life span of the garment is as important as choosing the right fiber when talking about sustainable fashion. We work hard trying 

to find the best combination of high quality and design in order to supply dateless favourites. Also in the male collection we try to 
implement more colours and separate the classic styles from the ones with a more sporty expression.

075/loden green

DANNY FULL ZIP

2100452 

Our most popular male style, a 
full zip jacket with moulded zip at 
front and in side pockets. Flat lock 
seam with stitching in contrasting 
colour, drawstring at bottom and 

embroidery on upper left arm.
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022/navy

DANTE VEST

2100486

Wool vest with moulded zip at 
front and in side pockets. Draw-

string down at body bottom makes 
it easy to adjust fit. Embroidery on 

back below collar. 

022/navy 075/loden green055/graphite marl

Material: 100% wool, 
boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool, Bluesign® 
certified yarn 015/black

NEW

Material: 100% wool, 
boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool, Bluesign® 
certified yarn

055/graphite marl075/loden green

BRODAL HALF ZIP

2100503 

Classic half zip style with draw-
string at bottom and logo badge 
on upper left arm. Contrasting 

colour on zip puller.

002/light navy

NEW

Material: 100% wool, 
boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool, Bluesign® 
certified yarn

038/hurricane blue035/rust

013/grey

JON FULL ZIP

2100472

Full zip sweater with solid 
wool material in body and 
wildmelangé knitting on 
yoke and arms. Style has 
embroidery on upper left 
arm. Moulded zip at front 

and in side pockets.

405/electric blue075/loden green

Material: 100% wool, boiled 
wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

018/ruby wine

NEW

RON HOOD

2100537

Hoodie in 100% boiled wool 
with a sporty touch, where 

both sides of the plated fabric 
is used for extra design effect. 
Full zip at front and zipped 
side pockets. Accent colours 

on embroidery and zip pullers 
and drawstring down at body. 

Wool used is mulesingfree 
and yarn Bluesign® certified.

Material: 100% wool, 
boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

038/hurricane blue 055/graphite marl 065/cactus 035/rust

NEW



SVERRE HALF ZIP

2100498 

Half zip style where we have 
combined knitted pattern down at 
body and arms with a yoke (back 
and front) in solid boiled wool 
material. Rib knitted collar and 

cuffs and logo badge on upper left 
arm. Swedish flag in left side seam.

18  -  Male Collection

SVERRE CREWNECK

2100499 

Crewneck style in a knitted pattern 
with a classic Scandinavian touch. 

Ribknitted neckband and cuffs 
down at body and arms. Logo 

badge in jacron placed on upper 
left arm. Swedish flag in left side 

seam.

Vidar Crewneck 022



013/grey

SVERRE HALF ZIP

2100498 

Half zip style where we have 
combined knitted pattern down at 
body and arms with a yoke (back 
and front) in solid boiled wool 
material. Rib knitted collar and 

cuffs and logo badge on upper left 
arm. Swedish flag in left side seam.

Material: 100% wool
Boiled wool material, 
weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

051/off white 075/loden green 022/navy
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SVERRE CREWNECK

2100499 

Crewneck style in a knitted pattern 
with a classic Scandinavian touch. 

Ribknitted neckband and cuffs 
down at body and arms. Logo 

badge in jacron placed on upper 
left arm. Swedish flag in left side 

seam.

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn 013/grey 051/off white 075/loden green

MORITZ FULL ZIP

2100496

A robust full zip wool jacket in 
100% wool. A great structure 

knit, zipped side pockets and logo 
badge on upper left arm. This 

style has our new zip puller which 
gives an extra design effect. Rib 
knitted collar and cuffs down at 

body and arms.

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn 002/light navy013/grey 075/loden green

002/light navy013/grey075/loden green

MORITZ HALF  ZIP

2100497

A robust half zip style knitted 
in  100% wool. A great 

structure knit and logo badge 
on upper left arm. This style 

has our new  zip puller which 
gives a great expression. Rib 

knitted collar and cuffs down 
at body and arms.

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

022/navy

070/red clay

VIDAR CREWNECK

2100538

A long time classic with that 
typical Scandinavian touch. 

Knitted in 100% wool, where 
wool is mulesingfree and 

yarn Bluesign®-certified. Logo 
badge in jacron down at left 

front body.

NEW

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

013/grey075/loden green 022/navy444/deep red
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MOREL HOOD MALE

2100501 

Hooded style in a 3D-knit with 
TENCEL®  closest to body and 
100% wool facing out. The air 
pockets created in knitting are 

both functional and give a unique 
expression. Rib knitted cuffs down 
at body and at arm openings. Logo 
badge on upper left arm and our 

new jacron zip puller in front - /and 
side pockets.

Morel Hood Male 075
Morel Hood Female 018
Freya Headband 008



068/jeans

MOREL FULL ZIP 
MALE

2100521 

High functional wool jacket with 
TENCEL™ closest to body and 

wool facing out. Outer surface in 
a unique, high tech 3D-knit. Full 
zip style with side pockets, also 

equipped with zippers. Logo badge 
on upper left arm.
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002/light navy055/graphite marl

002/light navy055/graphite marl

076/lichen green

076/lichen green

BRUNO FULL ZIP

2100407

Full zip style knitted in our 
thinner, cooler and softer boiled 

wool quality with TENCEL® 
closest to body.This classic full 
zip jacket has moulded zip at 
front and in side pockets and 
embroidery on upper left arm. 

KURRE VEST

2100408 

A vest with clean cuts and design 
knitted in our thinner, cooler boiled 
wool quality with TENCEL®  closest 
to body. Moulded zip at front and in 
side pockets, embroidery center back 
below collar and drawstring down at 

body makes it easy to adjust fit.

Material: Boiled wool quality 
60% wool/40% Lycocell (TENCEL®)
Weight: approx. 350g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified wool yarn

Material: Boiled wool quality 
60% wool/40% Lycocell (TENCEL®)
Weight: approx. 350g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified wool yarn

MOREL HOOD MALE

2100501 

Hooded style in a 3D-knit with 
TENCEL®  closest to body and 
100% wool facing out. The air 
pockets created in knitting are 

both functional and give a unique 
expression. Rib knitted cuffs down 
at body and at arm openings. Logo 
badge on upper left arm and our 

new jacron zip puller in front - /and 
side pockets.

022/navy013/grey

Material: 60% wool/38% Lycocell 
(TENCEL®)/ 2% Elasthane
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified wool yarn

075/loden green

NEW

071/denim

Material: 60% wool/38% Lycocell (TENCEL®)/ 
2% Elasthane
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified wool yarn

022/navy 013/grey075/loden green071/denim
NEW

068/jeans



TROY FULL ZIP

2100518 

Full zip wool jacket in our lighter 
325g boiled wool quality; 98% 

wool and 2% elasthane. Lycra band 
down at arms and body for function 
and more sporty look. Side pockets 
with zip and front zip with a 2-way 
function. Narrow fitted style perfect 
as a thinner between-seasons jacket 
or as a high functional layer 2 under 

your jacket.

22  -  Male Collection

ZIGGY HALF ZIP

2100509 

Narrow fitted, sporty half style 
knitted in our boiled wool/Lycra® 
quality, that is really comfortable 

and flexible to wear. Different 
colour blocks are combined and 
zippers have contrasting colours. 

Front zip has extra length for 
both design and functionality as 
it makes it easier to take on and 

off. Embroidery is found on upper 
left arm.

ZANE VEST

2100520 

Sporty vest with lycra band at arm 
opening and down at body. Zipped 
side pockets and chest pocket and 

front zip has a 2-way function. 
Graphite vest is solid, but the two 

other versions have different colour 
blocks in combination.

TED HOOD

2100519 

Sporty hoodie in our lighter 325g 
boiled wool quality; 98% wool and 
2% elasthane. Lycra band down at 
arms and body for function and a 

more sporty expression. Side pockets 
with zip and front zip with a 2-way 
function. Narrow fitted style perfect 
as a thinner between-seasons jacket 
or as a high functional layer 2 under 

your jacket.

Ziggy Half Zip 099
Underwool Headband 055



055/graphite marl 075/loden green

TROY FULL ZIP

2100518 

Full zip wool jacket in our lighter 
325g boiled wool quality; 98% 

wool and 2% elasthane. Lycra band 
down at arms and body for function 
and more sporty look. Side pockets 
with zip and front zip with a 2-way 
function. Narrow fitted style perfect 
as a thinner between-seasons jacket 
or as a high functional layer 2 under 

your jacket.

Material: Boiled wool quality, 
98% wool/2% Elasthane (Lycra®)
Weight: approx. 325g/m2

Side panels: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified wool yarn

405/electric blue

Male Collection -  23 

Material: Boiled wool quality, 
98% wool/2% Elasthane (Lycra®)
Weight: approx. 325g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified wool yarn

ZIGGY HALF ZIP

2100509 

Narrow fitted, sporty half style 
knitted in our boiled wool/Lycra® 
quality, that is really comfortable 

and flexible to wear. Different 
colour blocks are combined and 
zippers have contrasting colours. 

Front zip has extra length for 
both design and functionality as 
it makes it easier to take on and 

off. Embroidery is found on upper 
left arm.

013/grey 075/loden green405/electric blue

Material: Boiled wool quality, 
98% wool/2% Elasthane (Lycra®)
Weight: approx. 325g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified wool yarn

ZANE VEST

2100520 

Sporty vest with lycra band at arm 
opening and down at body. Zipped 
side pockets and chest pocket and 

front zip has a 2-way function. 
Graphite vest is solid, but the two 

other versions have different colour 
blocks in combination.

405/electric blue055/graphite marl

Material: Boiled wool quality, 
98% wool/2% Elasthane (Lycra®)
Weight: approx. 325g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified wool yarn

TED HOOD

2100519 

Sporty hoodie in our lighter 325g 
boiled wool quality; 98% wool and 
2% elasthane. Lycra band down at 
arms and body for function and a 

more sporty expression. Side pockets 
with zip and front zip with a 2-way 
function. Narrow fitted style perfect 
as a thinner between-seasons jacket 
or as a high functional layer 2 under 

your jacket.

013/grey075/loden green 405/electric blue

NEW

099/fiery red

075/loden green

NEW

NEW
099/fiery red



24  -  Outdoor

Our unique 
HALF MILANO KNIT

 is balanced
 and developed 

for optimal 
COMFORT

HADAR HALF ZIP WB

2100531

Half zip windbreaker style with a 
sporty touch. Knitted in a stretchy 

and comfortable 12 gauge half Milano 
knit in 100% Merino wool, extrafine. 
Zipped armpocket on upper left arm.

HADAR VEST

2100532

Sporty vest in a stretchy and 
comfortable 12 gauge half Milano 

knit. 100%  Merino wool, extrafine, 
guaranteed to be mulesingfree. 

Moulded zip at front and inverted 
zippers in side pockets.  Embroidery 

center back on collar and a draw-
string down at body makes it easy to 

adjust fitting.

HADAR FULL ZIP

2100529

An updated version of our favourite 
Assar Full zip where we have updated 

the knitting quality to a 12 gauge 
half Milano knit. 100%  Merino 
wool, extrafine, guaranteed to be 

mulesingfree. Moulded zip at front 
and inverted zip in side pockets.  

Embroidery down at left arm and 
drawstring down at body.

HADAR HALF ZIP

2100528

Half zip style in a stretchy and 
comfortable 12 gauge half Milano 

knit. 100%  Merino wool, extrafine, 
guaranteed to be mulesingfree. Zipped 

armpocket on upper left arm.

HADAR FULL ZIP WB

2100530

Full zip, windbreaker jacket in a 
soft, light and comfortable half 
Milano knit. Perfect to wear on 
all your outdoor adventures, but 
also an optimal jacket inbetween 
seasons. Knitted in 100% Merino 
wool, extrafine, guarnteed to be 

mulesingfree. Zipped side pockets 
and an extra pocket at upper left 

arm. Embroidery along armpocket. 
A drawstring down at body makes it 

easy to adjust fitting. 

24  -  Male Collection
Hadar Half Zip 617
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Knitting: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 400g/m2

Lining: 100% PA, breathability: 20000g/m2/24h

HADAR HALF ZIP WB

2100531

Half zip windbreaker style with a 
sporty touch. Knitted in a stretchy 

and comfortable 12 gauge half Milano 
knit in 100% Merino wool, extrafine. 
Zipped armpocket on upper left arm.

Knitting: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, 
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 400g/m2

Lining: 100% PA, breathability: 20000g/m2/24h

055/graphite marl

426/rifle green

HADAR VEST

2100532

Sporty vest in a stretchy and 
comfortable 12 gauge half Milano 

knit. 100%  Merino wool, extrafine, 
guaranteed to be mulesingfree. 

Moulded zip at front and inverted 
zippers in side pockets.  Embroidery 

center back on collar and a draw-
string down at body makes it easy to 

adjust fitting.

HADAR FULL ZIP

2100529

An updated version of our favourite 
Assar Full zip where we have updated 

the knitting quality to a 12 gauge 
half Milano knit. 100%  Merino 
wool, extrafine, guaranteed to be 

mulesingfree. Moulded zip at front 
and inverted zip in side pockets.  

Embroidery down at left arm and 
drawstring down at body.

HADAR HALF ZIP

2100528

Half zip style in a stretchy and 
comfortable 12 gauge half Milano 

knit. 100%  Merino wool, extrafine, 
guaranteed to be mulesingfree. Zipped 

armpocket on upper left arm.

HADAR FULL ZIP WB

2100530

Full zip, windbreaker jacket in a 
soft, light and comfortable half 
Milano knit. Perfect to wear on 
all your outdoor adventures, but 
also an optimal jacket inbetween 
seasons. Knitted in 100% Merino 
wool, extrafine, guarnteed to be 

mulesingfree. Zipped side pockets 
and an extra pocket at upper left 

arm. Embroidery along armpocket. 
A drawstring down at body makes it 

easy to adjust fitting. 

055/graphite marl426/rifle green

055/graphite marl 617/steel blue 426/rifle green

617/steel blue 426/rifle green

055/graphite marl 617/steel blue

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material, 
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on 
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base 
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

617/steel blue

022/navy

055/graphite marl 617/steel blue022/navy

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, 
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 400g/m2

Material: 100% Merino Wool, Extrafine,
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 400g/m2

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine,
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 400g/m2

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material, 
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on 
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base 
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

022/navy

022/navy

022/navy

426/rifle green
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BODE HALF ZIP

2100522

Sporty half zip style knitted in 
100% Merino wool, extrafine. 

3D-knit along arms in fresh co-
lour combinations. Lycra band 
down at arms and logo on zip 
puller and also on small badge 

down at left side of body. 

Bode Half Zip 015
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015 /black

WILFRED WB

2100236

Light weight wind-
breaker style knitted 
in 100% fine Merino 
wool and equipped 

with high functional 
lining.

071/denim043/dark khaki022/navy055/graphite marl

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material, 
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on 
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base 
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

015 /blackKnitting: 100% Merino Wool,
 Extrafine, mulesingfree
Lining: 100% PA, breathability: 
20000g/m2/24h

090/light loden

CLASSIC CLASSIC CLASSIC

YORK VEST WB

2100504

Light weight, full zip vest 
equipped  with high functional 
windbreaker lining. Fine gauge 
knitting in 100% Merino wool, 

extrafine. Rib knitted cuff 
down at body and same soft rib 
knit on collar. Thin and flexible 
zip at front and in side pockets. 
Redesign on you own with the 
extra zip pullers included along 

with the garment. 

YORK FULL ZIP WB

2100513

Light weight, full zip wool jacket 
equipped  with high functional 
windbreaker lining. Fine gauge 
knitting in 100% Merino wool, 
extrafine. Rib knitted cuffs down 

at body and arms  and same 
soft rib knit on collar. Thin and 
flexible zip at front and in side 
pockets. Redesign on you own 

with the extra zip pullers includ-
ed along with the garment. 

055/graphite marl022/navy

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material, 
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on 
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base 
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORKYORK WB VEST
Art. xxxxxxxxxx
-100% merino wool 
Amico soft mulesing free

No contrasting colour in neck!

022/Navy - Amico W8056 
Zip navy YKK 168
Logo puller: orange

055/Graphite marl -  Amico M09710 - 
Zip black YKK 580
Logo puller: orange

015/Black - Amico W8064
Zip black YKK 580
Logo puller: red

RE D
ES

IG
N

Three black zip pullers are 
send out as redesing-tool.
Place in see small (transpa-
rent) plastic bag and attach 
together with hang tag.

YORK VEST & YORK FULL ZIP
THREE EXTRA ZIP PULLERS IN A 
SECOND COLOUR ARE DELIVERED 
TOGETHER WITH  THE GARMENT, 
SO JUST CHOOSE WHAT DESIGN 
YOU PREFER.

022/navy015 /black 055/graphite marl

BODE HALF ZIP

2100522

Sporty half zip style knitted in 
100% Merino wool, extrafine. 

3D-knit along arms in fresh co-
lour combinations. Lycra band 
down at arms and logo on zip 
puller and also on small badge 

down at left side of body. 

Knitting: 100% Merino Wool,
 Extrafine, mulesingfree
Half milano knit, weight approx. 400g/m2

022/navy015 /black013/grey 617/steel blue

Knitting: 100% Merino Wool,
Extrafine, mulesingfree
Lining: 100% PA, breathability: 20000g/m2/24h

OBS! Sold as unisex and 
available in XS

OBS! Sold as unisex and 
available in XS

071/denim 009/purple090/light loden

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material, 
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on 
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base 
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

071/denim 009/purple090/light loden

Knitting: 100% Merino Wool,
Extrafine, mulesingfree
Lining: 100% PA, breathability: 20000g/m2/24h



28  -  GY Collection

G Y  C O L L E C T I O N

Our company, formerly known as Gällstads Ylle, was founded in 1946 with a focus on knitted fashion for women. A few years ago 
we took favourites from yesteryear and updated them with materials and techniques of today. 

The GY-collection has an urban outdoor focus, and enables us to work with the same high functional wool qualities as the rest of 
the Ivanhoe collection, but using another expression. The biggest news for FW23/24 is that we present heavy weight garments and 

two new boiled wool qualities. These heavy materials are wind resistant and very suitable for 3-layer garments.

GY VEGBY

1100388

Knee-length skirt in our 4-thread 
boiled wool quality. Inverted zip 
in left side makes it easy to take 
on and off. Discreet embroidery 
tone-by-tone down at left side.

Length size 38: 51cm

GY Elsabo 087
GY Madbacken 055
GY Lumber Jacket 055



018/ruby wine

NEW

087/oasis

NEW
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GY ELSABO

1100478

Generous and loose fitted sweater 
with draped collar, knitted in our 
450g boiled wool quality in 100% 
Sport Loden. Small Ivanhoe badge 
down on left sleeve. Sold in double 
sizes: S=36/38, M=40/42, L=44/46

015/black

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

GY GISSLARP DRESS

1100563

Wool dress, slightly cacoon shaped, 
knitted in our wool/TENCEL® 

mixture. Cozy draped collar that 
also can be worn folded. Knitted 
belt is send out together with the 
dress, so it can get two different 
expressions depending on if you 

decide to use it or not.

Length, top of shoulder, 
size 38= 98cm

002/light navy013/grey

GY VEGBY

1100388

Knee-length skirt in our 4-thread 
boiled wool quality. Inverted zip 
in left side makes it easy to take 
on and off. Discreet embroidery 
tone-by-tone down at left side.

Length size 38: 51cm

015/black

Material: 100% wool, 
boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

087/oasis 092/light silver grey

015/black013/grey

NEW

NEW

Material: Boiled wool quality 60% wool/
40% Lycocell (TENCEL®)
Weight: approx. 350g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified wool yarn
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GY RYBO

1100453

Coat with exclusive look and great 
fit equipped with side pockets. 
Material is our high quality and 

unique 100% boiled wool in 
structured 3-thread knitting. 

Coat has shoulder pads, and small 
Ivanhoe badge down at left arm. 

The 5 buttons at front are made of 
recycled paper.

Length, top of shoulder, size 
38=94cm

GY Gisslarp Dress 013

GY Gisslarp Dress 015

GY Madbacken 070
Sverre Crewneck 051
GY Streten 055 GY Elsabo 087

GY Elsabo 092
GY Rybo 002
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GY RYBO

1100453

Coat with exclusive look and great 
fit equipped with side pockets. 
Material is our high quality and 

unique 100% boiled wool in 
structured 3-thread knitting. 

Coat has shoulder pads, and small 
Ivanhoe badge down at left arm. 

The 5 buttons at front are made of 
recycled paper.

Length, top of shoulder, size 
38=94cm

015/black002/light navy013/grey

Knitted material: 100% wool, 
boiled wool quality
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn
Weight: approx. 350g/m2

Lining: 100% PA, breathability: 
20000g/m2/24h

GY MADBACKEN

1100564

This hooded, heavy weight coat in a 600g 
boiled wool quality will for sure keep you 
warm. It is knitted in 100% wool, where 
wool is mulesingfree and yarn is Bluesign® 
certified. The coat has a 2-way zip at front 

and zipped side pockets, drawstring at hood 
and logo badge on upper left arm in jacron. 

Length, top of shoulder, 
size 38= 90 cm

055/graphite marl 070/red clay

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 600g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

055/graphite marl

NEW NEW

GY collection 
WHEN FUNCTION MEETS FASHION

NEW
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GY Lumber Jacket 002
NLS Petal Male 094

GY Streten Jacket 075
NLS Petal Male 094

GY Elsabo 087
GY Madbacken 055
GY Lumber Jacket 055

GY Alhammar 015
Vidar Crewneck 055



GY LUMBER JACKET

2100539

Cool wool jacket where solid material is combined with a checked jaquard knitted pattern on yoke. Full zip at front and zipped side pockets makes 
it a perfect jacket inbetween seasons, but also a warming layer 2 under a jacket. Knitted in 100% wool, where wool is mulesingfree and yarn 

Bluesign®-certified.
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NEW

GY ALHAMMAR

2100494

Fashionable carcoat and a male version of our super popular female coat GY Rybo. Boiled wool quality in 100% wool, weight approx. 450g and 
equipped with a high functional lining developed for active wear. The coat has side pockets and a zipped innerpocket. Buttons at front are made of 

recycled paper and small jacron badge has a tasteful and descreet placement down at left arm.

013/grey 015/black

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn
Lining: 100% PA, 
breathability: 20000g/m2/24h

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

075/loden green055/graphite marl 002/light navy

NEWGY STRETEN JACKET

2100534

This hooded, heavy weight jacket in a 800g boiled wool quality will for sure keep you warm. It is knitted in 100% wool, where wool is mulesingfree 
and yarn is Bluesign® certified. The jacket has zipped side pockets, drawstring at bottom and logo badge on upper left arm in jacron.

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 800g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

075/loden green055/graphite marl
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100%
100% nature
100% degradable
100% housholdcomposting
100% renewable resource
100% no mulesing wool

Zero
Zero dye stuff used
Zero chemicals used
Zero auxiliaries used
Zero micro plasticN
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NLS HOLLY

1100553

A lovely structure knitted sweater 
with the coziest collar. Knitted 

in 100% wool,  in a pure undyed 
wool, where the natural colour 
of the sheep is the colour of the 
sweater. Since yarn is undyed, 

minor colour differences can appear 
between different yarn lots.

NLS PETAL FEMALE

1100554

Classic crewneck style knitted 
in 100% pure undyed wool. 

Structure knit on body, ribknitted 
cuffs at collar, arms and down at 
body. Knitting is really light and 
comfortable. A timeless classic 

that will give you many years of 
enjoyable use.

NLS DAISY

1100557

Cardigan in 100% pure undyed 
wool. Rib knitted structure, side 

pockets and Jacron badge on 
upper left arm. Wear preferably 
open, but with the possibility to 

close with a button. The button is 
made of coconut shell.

NLS TWIG FULL ZIP

1100567

Full zip jacket with zipped side 
pockets. The boiled wool material 
is knitted in a natural wool yarn 

with zero dye stuff and zero 
chemicals used. We usually turn 
the reverse side out, but on Twig 
jacket right side is facing out to 
get a different expression. Logo 

badge in jacron on upper left arm 
and zip pullers in jacron.

NLS Twig Full Zip 251
NLS Rib Hat 251
NLS Twig Full Zip 056
NLS Rib Hat 056 

NLS Holly 251

NLS Rib Hat 094
NLS Pentland 094
NLS Rib Hat 056
NLS Petal Female 056
NLS Gaters 056
NLS Sap Full Zip 067
NLS Petal Male 094
NLS Rib Hat 094
NLS Daisy 094
NLS Petal Female 067
NLS Rag Sock 067
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NLS HOLLY

1100553

A lovely structure knitted sweater 
with the coziest collar. Knitted 

in 100% wool,  in a pure undyed 
wool, where the natural colour 
of the sheep is the colour of the 
sweater. Since yarn is undyed, 

minor colour differences can appear 
between different yarn lots.

NLS PETAL FEMALE

1100554

Classic crewneck style knitted 
in 100% pure undyed wool. 

Structure knit on body, ribknitted 
cuffs at collar, arms and down at 
body. Knitting is really light and 
comfortable. A timeless classic 

that will give you many years of 
enjoyable use.

067/birch

067/birch094/nutmeg

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL
Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL
Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

NEW
056/coffee bean

NLS DAISY

1100557

Cardigan in 100% pure undyed 
wool. Rib knitted structure, side 

pockets and Jacron badge on 
upper left arm. Wear preferably 
open, but with the possibility to 

close with a button. The button is 
made of coconut shell.

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL
Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

NEW NEW

056/coffee bean094/nutmeg

NLS TWIG FULL ZIP

1100567

Full zip jacket with zipped side 
pockets. The boiled wool material 
is knitted in a natural wool yarn 

with zero dye stuff and zero 
chemicals used. We usually turn 
the reverse side out, but on Twig 
jacket right side is facing out to 
get a different expression. Logo 

badge in jacron on upper left arm 
and zip pullers in jacron.

251/natural white

067/birch 094/nutmeg 251/natural white056/coffee bean

NEW

094/nutmeg

NEW

251/natural white

NEW

056/coffee bean

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL,
boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

251/natural white

NLS Rib Hat 094
NLS Pentland 094
NLS Rib Hat 056
NLS Petal Female 056
NLS Gaters 056
NLS Sap Full Zip 067
NLS Petal Male 094
NLS Rib Hat 094
NLS Daisy 094
NLS Petal Female 067
NLS Rag Sock 067
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NLS HUMLA PONCHO

1100555

Poncho with a kangaroo pocket at 
front and big, draped collar. Super 

cozy! 450g boiled wool quality 
knitted in 100% pure undyed 

wool.

NLS JUNIPER SKIRT

1100566

Knee length skirt with side pockets 
and raw edges. Skirt is knitted in a 

100% natural wool with no dye stuff 
or chemicals added. Main fabric in 

boiled wool quality 450g/m2  knitted 
waistband is stretchy and also knitted 

in 100% natural wool undyed.
Length size 38=50cm, inlcuding 

waistband

NLS NABBEN PONCHO

1100565

One size poncho in beautiful cable 
knitting at front. Big, cozy collar gives 
this garment its unique expression. The 
poncho has side pockets and the logo 

badge in jacron is placed down at front 
left side. The poncho is knitted in 

100% natural wool with no dye stuff 
or chemicals added.

NLS Nabben Poncho 094
NLS Petal Female 067
NLS Gaters 094
NLS Juniper Skirt 094
NLS Rag Sock 067
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NLS HUMLA PONCHO

1100555

Poncho with a kangaroo pocket at 
front and big, draped collar. Super 

cozy! 450g boiled wool quality 
knitted in 100% pure undyed 

wool.

067/birch094/nutmeg

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

NLS JUNIPER SKIRT

1100566

Knee length skirt with side pockets 
and raw edges. Skirt is knitted in a 

100% natural wool with no dye stuff 
or chemicals added. Main fabric in 

boiled wool quality 450g/m2  knitted 
waistband is stretchy and also knitted 

in 100% natural wool undyed.
Length size 38=50cm, inlcuding 

waistband

067/birch 094/nutmeg056/coffee bean

NLS NABBEN PONCHO

1100565

One size poncho in beautiful cable 
knitting at front. Big, cozy collar gives 
this garment its unique expression. The 
poncho has side pockets and the logo 

badge in jacron is placed down at front 
left side. The poncho is knitted in 

100% natural wool with no dye stuff 
or chemicals added.

067/birch

094/nutmeg

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL
Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

056/coffee bean

UNDYED 
WOOL

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

NEW

NEW
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NLS ELM HALF ZIP

2100523

Half zip style with robust, rib knit-
ted collar. This sweater is knitted 

in 100% pure undyed wool. Logo 
badge on upper left arm.

NLS PENTLAND HOOD

2100536

Cool hoodie knitted in 100% 
natural wool without added dye 

stuff and chemicals. Back, front and 
hood is made of our unique boiled 
wool quality and is combined with 
structure knitted arms. Generous 

kangaroo pocket at front, where the 
logo badge is to be found. 

NLS PETAL MALE

2100526

Classic crew neck style knitted in 
100% pure undyed wool. Structure 
knit on body, ribknitted cuffs down 

at collar and arms and down at 
body. Knitting is really light and 
comfortable. A timeless classic 

that will give you many years of 
enjoyable use.

NLS SAP FULL ZIP

2100535

Full zip jacket with zipped side 
pockets. The boiled wool material is 
knitted in a natural wool yarn with 
zero dye stuff and zero chemicals 
used. We usually turn the reverse 
side out, but on Sap jacket right 

side is facing out to get a different 
expression. Logo badge in jacron 
on upper left arm and zip pullers 

in jacron.

NLS Rib Hat 094
NLS Elm Half Zip 067
NLS Rag Sock 094

NLS Rib Hat 094
NLS Pentland Hood 094
NLS Gaters 056

NLS Rib Hat 056
NLS Pentland Hood 056
NLS Rib Hat 067
NLS Petal Female 094
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NLS ELM HALF ZIP

2100523

Half zip style with robust, rib knit-
ted collar. This sweater is knitted 

in 100% pure undyed wool. Logo 
badge on upper left arm.

NLS PENTLAND HOOD

2100536

Cool hoodie knitted in 100% 
natural wool without added dye 

stuff and chemicals. Back, front and 
hood is made of our unique boiled 
wool quality and is combined with 
structure knitted arms. Generous 

kangaroo pocket at front, where the 
logo badge is to be found. 

067/birch094/nutmeg

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL
Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL
Boiled wool quality on body and hood
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

NEW

NLS PETAL MALE

2100526

Classic crew neck style knitted in 
100% pure undyed wool. Structure 
knit on body, ribknitted cuffs down 

at collar and arms and down at 
body. Knitting is really light and 
comfortable. A timeless classic 

that will give you many years of 
enjoyable use.

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL
Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

094/nutmeg 067/birch

NEW

056/coffee bean

NEW

056/coffee bean

094/nutmeg 067/birch 056/coffee bean

NLS SAP FULL ZIP

2100535

Full zip jacket with zipped side 
pockets. The boiled wool material is 
knitted in a natural wool yarn with 
zero dye stuff and zero chemicals 
used. We usually turn the reverse 
side out, but on Sap jacket right 

side is facing out to get a different 
expression. Logo badge in jacron 
on upper left arm and zip pullers 

in jacron.

NEW

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

067/birch 094/nutmeg056/coffee bean

UNDYED 
WOOL
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NLS GATERS

4100199

Rib knitted gaters with thumbgrip. 
Knitted in 100% pure undyed 
wool. Available in two sizes:

S and L. Sold in 3-pack.

Wristband measures:
Size S: height - 20cm
Size L: height - 26cm

NLS RIB HAT

4100207

Rib knitted hat with classic touch.  
The hat is knitted in a natural wool 

yarn with zero dye stuff and zero 
chemicals used. Small logo badge in 

jacron and sold in one size.

NLS RAG SOCK

4100208

Warm, cozy rag sock in undyed 
wool. Rib knitted shaft and small 

logo badge in jacron on the left one. 
Available in three sizes: 
35-38, 39-42, 43-46. 

Sold in 3-pack. 

NLS Rag Sock 067
NLS Rag Sock 094
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NLS GATERS

4100199

Rib knitted gaters with thumbgrip. 
Knitted in 100% pure undyed 
wool. Available in two sizes:

S and L. Sold in 3-pack.

Wristband measures:
Size S: height - 20cm
Size L: height - 26cm

067/birch 094/nutmeg

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL
Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree NEW

056/coffee bean

NLS RIB HAT

4100207

Rib knitted hat with classic touch.  
The hat is knitted in a natural wool 

yarn with zero dye stuff and zero 
chemicals used. Small logo badge in 

jacron and sold in one size.

067/birch 094/nutmeg
Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL
Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

NEW

056/coffee bean 251/natural white

NLS RAG SOCK

4100208

Warm, cozy rag sock in undyed 
wool. Rib knitted shaft and small 

logo badge in jacron on the left one. 
Available in three sizes: 
35-38, 39-42, 43-46. 

Sold in 3-pack. 

067/birch 094/nutmeg

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL
Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

056/coffee bean

NEW

NLS - NEW LEVEL OF SUSTAINABILITY

The NLS yarn is made of a totally natural, undyed wool quality. This product results from a 
complex selection process of the naturally available shades which are mixed to create a range 
of natural colours without the use of dyes, chemicals or water. This authentic product is 
100% natural and environmentally friendly.
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The wool comes from South America.
Micron count: 26,5-27



JUNIOR RISUS VEST

3100024

A vest in our 100% boiled wool 
quality, 450g. Perfect to use as a 
warming layer under your jacket 

or on top of a long- or short sleeve 
wool t-shirt. 

Sizing: 100-150.

JUNIOR BLOCK

3100023

Hooded jacket in our 450g boiled 
wool quality knitted in 100% wool. 

Moulded zip at front and in side 
pockets. Garment has drawstring 

down at body and reflex at the back. 
Rib knitted cuffs down at arms, 100% 
mulesingfree fine Merino wool. Em-
broidery on left chest and logo puller 

in contrasting colour.
Sizing: 100-150.

JUNIOR SVERRE 
CREWNECK

3100026

Crewneck style with a traditional, 
Scandinavian design.  Available 

in two timeless variants. Ivanhoe 
badge on upper left arm.

Sizing: 100-150.

NLS JUNIOR BUD

3100028

Classic crew neck style knitted in 
100% pure undyed wool. Structure 
knit on body and arms with cabels 
on front body. Rib knitted cuffs at 
collar and down at arms and body. 

Logo badge in jacron on upper 
left arm.

Sizing: 100-150.

NLS JUNIOR SEED

3100029

Junior wool jacket in 100% pure 
undyed wool with no added 

chemicals. Full zip at front and 
zipped side pockets. Drawstring 
down at bottom makes it easy to 

adjust fitting.
Sizing: 100-150.
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44  -  Junior Collection

J U N I O R

Yes - it is a small collection, but the styles and colours are classic and good. We are glad to be able to present also NLS-
styles for the little ones, where wool is 100% natural without dyestuff and chemicals.

NLS Rib Hat 067
NLS JR Bud 094
NLS Rib Hat 056
NLS JR Bud 056
NLS JR Seed 094 NLS JR Bud 056

NLS Rib Hat 067
NLS JR Bud 094
NLS Rib Hat 056
NLS JR Seed 094

NLS Rib Hat 056
NLS JR Bud 056

JR Block 090
JR Block 070 JR Block 090

JR Sverre Hat 013
JR Sverre 013

Ipsum Hat 070
JR Block 070

JR Sverre 002
JR Sverre 013JR Sverre 002
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JUNIOR RISUS VEST

3100024

A vest in our 100% boiled wool 
quality, 450g. Perfect to use as a 
warming layer under your jacket 

or on top of a long- or short sleeve 
wool t-shirt. 

Sizing: 100-150.

090/light loden002/light navy

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool, Bluesign® certified yarn

JUNIOR BLOCK

3100023

Hooded jacket in our 450g boiled 
wool quality knitted in 100% wool. 

Moulded zip at front and in side 
pockets. Garment has drawstring 

down at body and reflex at the back. 
Rib knitted cuffs down at arms, 100% 
mulesingfree fine Merino wool. Em-
broidery on left chest and logo puller 

in contrasting colour.
Sizing: 100-150.

090/light loden 002/light navy 070/red clay

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

JUNIOR SVERRE 
CREWNECK

3100026

Crewneck style with a traditional, 
Scandinavian design.  Available 

in two timeless variants. Ivanhoe 
badge on upper left arm.

Sizing: 100-150.

NEW

013/grey002/light navy

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

NEW

013/grey

002/light navy

174/lilac rose617/steel blue

UW JR HAT REFLEX

4100179

A fun and functional print in reflex, perfect 
for the dark season. Small logo down at left 

side. One size, sold in 3-pack.

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine
100% mulesing free!
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

JUNIOR SVERRE HAT

4100184

Hat with a typical Scandinavian 
expression. Fold up is rib knitted 
and in solid colour. Small logo 

badge at left side.
One size, sold in 3-pack.

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

NLS JUNIOR BUD

3100028

Classic crew neck style knitted in 
100% pure undyed wool. Structure 
knit on body and arms with cabels 
on front body. Rib knitted cuffs at 
collar and down at arms and body. 

Logo badge in jacron on upper 
left arm.

Sizing: 100-150.

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed
100% PURE NEW WOOL
Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree

056/coffee bean094/nutmeg

NEW

NLS JUNIOR SEED

3100029

Junior wool jacket in 100% pure 
undyed wool with no added 

chemicals. Full zip at front and 
zipped side pockets. Drawstring 
down at bottom makes it easy to 

adjust fitting.
Sizing: 100-150.

056/coffee bean094/nutmeg067/birch

NEW

NEW UNDYED 
WOOL

44  -  Junior Collection

Material: 100% wool, Nature undyed

100% PURE NEW WOOL, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Wool in its natural colour, mulesingfree
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U N D E RWO O L

Our layer 1 program in 100% extra fine Merino wool, "Underwool", carries some timeless classics, but is also expanded 
and enriched with a number of expressive prints. All Merino wool used in our "Underwool" line is 100% mulesing free. 
Most of the styles are knitted in a 160g single jersey, but for FW23/24 we also present a new 285g interlock-quality that 

is perfect for either very cold days that demands extra warmth or warmer winter days where you only need a thin wool 
layer under your jacket.

UNDERWOOL 
BLOSSOM

1200108

Half zip style in 160g extra fine  
Merino wool, micron count 18,5. Flat 

lock seams tone-by-tone and thumbgrip 
down at arms, embroidery on upper 

left arm.
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UNDERWOOL 
MEJA

1200041

The perfect basic t-shirt in extra 
fine Merino, micron count 18,5. 
Feminine neck drop, embroidery 
on upper left sleeve and flat lock 

seams tonal to body colour.

UNDERWOOL 
MEJA SYMBOLS

1200051

Wool t-shirt with perfect neck drop to 
get that feminine expression. Steel blue 
and black have colour violet-coloured 

print, royal cherry have a golden 
mustard-coloured print.

UNDERWOOL 
MIM

1200042

V-neck top with generous neck 
drop and small overlap. Knitting 
in 100% extra fine Merino wool, 

micron count 18,5. Embroidery on 
upper left sleeve.

174/lilac rose617/steel blue015/black

617/steel blue015/black

174/lilac rose

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, 
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine,
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine,
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

617/steel blue 015/black426/rifle green 121/royal cherry

121/royal cherry

UNDERWOOL 
WOOL BRA

1200196

Wool bralette with racerback. 
Double layered in our soft and 
comfortable 160g Merino wool 

quality. Elastic band to hold it in 
place. On back you'll find a two 

coloured embroidery.

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine,
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2015/black

UNDERWOOL 
EIVOR PANT

1200040

Long pant in 160g extra 
fine merino wool, micron 

count 18,5.

015/black

Material: 100% Merino Wool 
Extrafine, mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

UNDERWOOL 
BLOSSOM

1200108

Half zip style in 160g extra fine  
Merino wool, micron count 18,5. Flat 

lock seams tone-by-tone and thumbgrip 
down at arms, embroidery on upper 

left arm.

015/black617/steel blue 174/lilac rose

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine,
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

UNDERWOOL MERINO
LONG SLEEVE FM

1200065

This long sleeve top has a classic and 
timeless design that for sure will 

make it a favourite. Available in three 
different colours. Our woven logo 

badge is descreet and tastefully placed 
down at left arm opening.

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine,
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

015/black 617/steel blue174/lilac rose
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UNDERWOOL MERINO 
LONG SLEEVE MALE

2200047

This long sleeve top has a classic
and timeless design that for sure will

make it a favourite. Available in 
three different colours. Our woven 
logo badge is descreet and tastefully 
placed down at left arm opening.

Underwool Agaton Horizon 055



015/black
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UNDERWOOL
AGATON TRACE

2200043

Our wonderful basic t-shirt in 
100% extra fine Merino wool, 

here with a print which calls for 
us to respect the wild and reduce 
human impact. All four variants 
have same colour of the print.

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine,
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

UNDERWOOL
AGATON MOUNTAIN

2200045

Basic T-shirt Agaton with a dif-
fuse print with outdoor touch. 
Available in four colours, all 
with same colour of print. 

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, 
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

617/steel blue

121/royal cherry 426/rifle green055/graphite marl 617/steel blue

UNDERWOOL
AGATON HORIZON

2200048

Our classic wool T-shirt with a 
new tasteful print. This smaller 

print is placed on left chest.

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, 
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

121/royal cherry 055/graphite marl617/steel blue 426/rifle green

426/rifle green055/graphite marl 121/royal cherry

121/royal cherry

UNDERWOOL
AGATON

2200020

Classic t-shirt in 160g extra fine 
Merino wool, micron count 
18,5. Embroidery on upper 

left arm.

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine,
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

617/steel blue 426/rifle green055/graphite marl

UNDERWOOL MERINO 
LONG SLEEVE MALE

2200047

This long sleeve top has a classic
and timeless design that for sure will

make it a favourite. Available in 
three different colours. Our woven 
logo badge is descreet and tastefully 
placed down at left arm opening.

015/black617/steel blue 426/rifle green

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, 
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

617/steel blue426/rifle green

UNDERWOOL
FELIX

2200016

Half zip style in 160g extra fine 
Merino wool, micron count 18,5. 

Cuffs with thumb grip, embroidery 
on upper left arm.

015/black

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, 
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

UNDERWOOL
EVERT PANT

2200018

Long pant in 160g extra fine merino 
wool, micron count 18,5.

015/black

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, 
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

Underwool Agaton Horizon 055
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UNDERWOOL 
HAT

4100089

Light weight hat in 160g extra 
fine Merino wool. One size, sold 

in 3-pack.

UNDERWOOL 
HEADBAND

4100088

Light weight headband in 160g 
extra fine Merino wool. One size, 

sold in 3-pack.

UNDERWOOL 
TUBE

4100097

Soft and comfortable tube. Small 
Underwool tab down at left side. 
Tube measures 25x50cm, is one 

size and sold in 3-pack.

UNDERWOOL JR HAT 
REFLEX

4100179

A fun and functional print in 
reflex, perfect for the dark season. 

Small logo down at left side. 
One size, sold in 3-pack.

UW Hat 015
UW Moe Half Zip 015
UW Vic 3/4 Pant 015
Zane Vest 075

UW Hat 015
UW Mel Half Zip 015
UW Jane Bikerpant 015
Beata Vest 065
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UNDERWOOL
MOE HALF ZIP

2200094

Stretchy and comfortable wool 
quality knitted in 100% wool. The 

perfect, warming layer 1 with a 
classic and clean design. Small logo 

badge down at left arm.

Material: 100% Merino Wool, 
mulesingfree
Micron count: 21
Weight: approx. 285g/m2

UNDERWOOL
VIC 3/4 PANT

2200093

The perfect 3/4  pant knitted 
in 100% Merino wool, 100% 

mulesingfree. 

Size M measures (outseam): 66cm

UNDERWOOL
MEL HALF ZIP 

1200212

Stretchy and comfortable 250g 
wool quality knitted in 100% wool. 
The perfect, warming layer 1 with a 
classic and clean design. Small logo 

badge down at left arm.

UNDERWOOL
JANE BIKERPANT

1200211

Comfortable bikerpant in 100% 
wool. Perfect as an extra wool layer 
to keep buttocks and tighs warm. 

 
Size 38 measures (outseam)= 46cm

617/steel blue015/black

015/black

617/steel blue015/black

015/black

Perfect unisex 
pant!

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Material: 100% Merino Wool, 
mulesingfree
Micron count: 21
Weight: approx. 285g/m2

Material: 100% Merino Wool, 
mulesingfree
Micron count: 21
Weight: approx. 285g/m2

Material: 100% Merino Wool, 
mulesingfree
Micron count: 21
Weight: approx. 285g/m2

UNDERWOOL 
HAT

4100089

Light weight hat in 160g extra 
fine Merino wool. One size, sold 

in 3-pack.

174/lilac rose 617/steel blue 426/rifle green 055/graphite marl

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, 
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2 015/black121/royal cherry

UNDERWOOL 
HEADBAND

4100088

Light weight headband in 160g 
extra fine Merino wool. One size, 

sold in 3-pack.

015/blackMaterial: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, 
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2

174/lilac rose 055/graphite marl 617/steel blue426/rifle green121/royal cherry

UNDERWOOL 
TUBE

4100097

Soft and comfortable tube. Small 
Underwool tab down at left side. 
Tube measures 25x50cm, is one 

size and sold in 3-pack.

015/black 617/steel blue 174/lilac rose426/rifle green 055/graphite marl

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, 
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2 121/royal cherry

174/lilac rose617/steel blue

UNDERWOOL JR HAT 
REFLEX

4100179

A fun and functional print in 
reflex, perfect for the dark season. 

Small logo down at left side. 
One size, sold in 3-pack.

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, 
mulesingfree
Weight: approx. 160g/m2
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AC C E S S O R I E S

Our accessories are so important, as they give that extra touch to our knitted sweaters, jackets and coats. You will find an 
extensive mix, some with a typical Scandinavian design and some solid coloured classics. 
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FREYA HAT

4100185

Hat in our beautiful and 
typical Scandinavian pattern. 
Small Ivanhoe badge down on 

left front. 
One size, sold in 3-pack.

FREYA WRISTBAND

4100188

Wristband in 100% wool knitted 
in our beautiful snowflake pattern.  

One size, sold in 3-pack.
Wristband measures: 8x19cm

FREYA SCARF

4100187

Scarf in 100% wool knitted in our 
beautiful snowflake pattern with a 

Scandinavian touch.
Sold in 3-pack.

Scarf measures 27x185cm

FREYA LEGWARMERS

4100189

Legwarmers in our beautiful snowflake 
pattern with a Scandinavian touch. One 

size, sold in 3-pack.
Height: approx. 40 cm

FREYA HEADBAND

4100186

Headband in our beautiful snowflake 
pattern. One size, sold in 3-pack.
Headband has a height of approx: 

10,5cm

Ipsum Hat 444
Vidar Crewneck 444

Freya Hat 055
Freya Scarf 055
Freya Wristband 055
Brodal Long 092
Bim Long Skirt WB 013
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FREYA HAT

4100185

Hat in our beautiful and 
typical Scandinavian pattern. 
Small Ivanhoe badge down on 

left front. 
One size, sold in 3-pack.

FREYA WRISTBAND

4100188

Wristband in 100% wool knitted 
in our beautiful snowflake pattern.  

One size, sold in 3-pack.
Wristband measures: 8x19cm

FREYA SCARF

4100187

Scarf in 100% wool knitted in our 
beautiful snowflake pattern with a 

Scandinavian touch.
Sold in 3-pack.

Scarf measures 27x185cm

020/grey marl

020/grey marl

With thumb 
grip!

008/forever blue 075/loden green

FREYA LEGWARMERS

4100189

Legwarmers in our beautiful snowflake 
pattern with a Scandinavian touch. One 

size, sold in 3-pack.
Height: approx. 40 cm

020/grey marl

020/grey marl

FREYA HEADBAND

4100186

Headband in our beautiful snowflake 
pattern. One size, sold in 3-pack.
Headband has a height of approx: 

10,5cm

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

444/deep red

020/grey marl

NEW

055/graphite marl

NEWNEW NEW

008/forever blue 075/loden green 444/deep red

NEW

055/graphite marl

NEWNEW NEW

008/forever blue 075/loden green 444/deep red
NEW

055/graphite marl

NEWNEW NEW

008/forever blue 444/deep red

NEW

055/graphite marl

NEWNEW

008/forever blue

NEW
055/graphite marl

NEW

Ipsum Hat 444
Vidar Crewneck 444

Freya Hat 055
Freya Scarf 055
Freya Wristband 055
Brodal Long 092
Bim Long Skirt WB 013
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SIRE HAT

4100193

Beautiful and comfortable wool hat 
with a folklore inspired pattern.

One size, sold in 3-pack.

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn 022/navy 076/lichen green 409/winter white

SVERRE HAT

4100195

Hat with a typical Scandinavian 
expression. Fold up is rib knitted 

and in solid colour. Small logo badge 
at left side.

One size, sold in 3-pack.

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn 013/grey 075/loden green051/off white

NEW

020/grey marl

022/navy

IPSUM HAT

4100190

Rib knitted hat with generous fold 
up. Jacron badge placed center front. 

One size, sold in 3-pack.

Material: 100% wool
Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

444/deep red 013/grey002/ligth navy

075/loden green

015/black

NEW

065/cactus

068/jeans

NEW NEW

NEW

117/sparkling grape

NEW

070/red clay

LODEN GATERS

4100192

Wristband in 100% boiled wool. 
Available in two sizes, S & L. 

Sold in 3-pack.

Measurement: 
S=10x20cm  L=12x22cm

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Mulesing free wool
Bluesign® certified yarn

055/graphite marl

013/grey002/ligth navy

With thumb 
grip!
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WINDY HAT WB

4100020

Rib knitted hat with windbreaker 
lining to block the wind. Merino 
wool is facing out with Lyocell 

(TENCEL®) is knitted on inside. 
One size, sold in 3-pack.

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material, 
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on 
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base 
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

022/navy015/black 013/grey426/rifle green

UNI HAT

4100150

Classic unisex hat in 100% soft 
merino wool. Small Ivanhoe 
badge down at left side. One 

size, sold in 3-pack.

UNI SCARF

4100151

Classic unisex scarf in 100% 
soft merino wool. Small Ivanhoe 

badge down at left side. One 
size, sold in 3-pack.

Scarf measures 23cm x 175cm

022/navy015/black013/grey

022/navy015/black013/grey

617/steel blue

Knitting: 78% Merino Wool Extrafine/22% Lyocell (TENCEL®)
Lining: 93% Polyamide/7% Elasthane

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine

IVANHOE WOOL

WOOL keeps you warm even if it’s wet

WOOL is a living material that adjusts to you body temperature

WOOL is naturally odour resistant

WOOL is biodegradable

We work almost completely with wool in our collections. WOOL is a renewable and natural material, which makes it one of 
our most sustainable material resources in the world.

WOOL is a renewable resource

WOOL is made for recycling

WOOl is naturally fire resistant & fire retardant

WOOL is 100% natural
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WOOL SOCK SNOWFLAKE

4100011

90% Merino wool
5% Polyamide
5% Elasthane (Lycra®) 

Sock with beautiful jaquard pattern.
Sizes: 35-38, 39-42 & 43-46
Sold in 6-pack.

020/grey marl 002/light navy

WOOL SOCK STRIPE 

4100009

90% Merino wool
5% Polyamide
5% Elasthane (Lycra®) 

Striped, thin wool sock with 
extra strengthen heel and toe. 
Available in four different colour 
combinations. 
Sizes: 35-38, 39-42 & 43-46
Sold in 6-pack.

015/black                      013/grey        002/light navy 028/pink 

Very high percentage of wool!

Made in Sweden.

WOOL SOCK DOT

4100001

90% Merino wool
5% Polyamide
5% Elasthane (Lycra®) 

Sock with playful dotted pattern.
Sizes: 35-38, 39-42 & 43-46
Sold in 6-pack.

002/light navy                013/grey                 015/black  028/pink     
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WOOL SOCK

4100007

90% Merino wool
5% Polyamide
5% Elasthane (Lycra®) 

Thin wool sock, extra 
strengthen heel and toe. 
Sizes: 35-38, 39-42 & 43-46 
Sold in 6-pack.

015/black 006/turquoise 046/cerise

WOOL SOCK LOW 

4100008

90% Merino wool
5% Polyamide
5% Elasthane (Lycra®) 

015/black                020/grey marl         002/light navy

020/grey marl

WOOL SOCK COMPRESSION

4100004

90% Merino wool
5% Polyamide
5% Elasthane (Lycra®) 

Wool sock with compression.
For extra tight and percise fit,
socks are knitted as right and left 
foot.
Sizes: 37-38, 39-40, 41-42, 
43-45, 46-48
Sold in 3-pack

015/black       049/orange              015/black                   003/ice blue marl              013/grey 

WOOL SOCK COMPRESSION STRIPE

4100112

90% Merino wool
5% Polyamide
5% Elasthane (Lycra®) 

Wool sock with compression.
To get the perfect fit, socks are 
knitted as right and left foot.
Sizes: 37-38, 39-40, 41-42, 
43-45, 46-48
Sold in 3-pack.

015/black             020/grey marl

Low wool sock, extra strengthen 
heel and toe. Available in black 
and grey.
Sizes: 35-38, 39-42 & 43-46
Sold in 6-pack.

002/light navy

IVANHOE COMPRESSION SOCKS are specialized hosiery, designed to help prevent the occurrence of, and guard against further 
progression of venous disorder such as edema, phlebitis and thrombosis. 

There are 4 main compression levels which are measured in millimeters of mercury (mmHg). The higher the numbers, the higher the 
compression. Our compression socks are Class 1 compression. 15-21 mm Hg, “support” socks, flight socks, sport compression socks. 

WOOL SOCK TREKK 

4100010

90% Merino wool
5% Polyamide
5% Elasthane (Lycra®) 

Thick wool sock with great
fit, available in black 
and grey.
Sizes: 35-38, 39-42 & 43-46, 
Sold in 6-pack.

Extended with size 46
-48!

Extended with size 46
-48!
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We offer high quality on embroidery service both for club logoing and company 
branding. Our Classic line is especially suitable for this since our own branding is 
very tasteful and descreet on these garments. Ivanhoe classic contains carry over styles, 

so it is always easy to make additional orders and get the same exact models.

 HIGH QUALITY EMBROIDERY 

C L A S S I C

Our classic collection contains timeless designs in high quality materials. Clean cuts, classic fit and discreet logos make 
them especially suitable for company branding and club logoing.

                     All styles in the work book marked with our Classic Logo are also styles within out classic line and styles that 
we try to have in stock all year around.

CLASSIC
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055/graphite marl022/navy

PD V-NECK MALE

2100027

V-neck style in high quality 
cotton. Classic fit and dis-
creet embroidery down on 

left arm.

015/black

022/navy 055/graphite marl 015/black

015/black 022/navy 055/graphite marl

PD V-NECK 
FEMALE

1100014

V-neck style in high 
quality cotton. Classic 
fit and discreet embroi-
dery down on left arm.

PD SLIPOVER

2100028

Slipover in high quality 
cotton. Classic fit and 
discreet embroidery 

down on left side body.

Classic  -  61 

043/dark khaki 617/steel blue071/denim090/light loden

617/steel blue

015/black

MERINO
 V-NECK MALE 

2100117 

V-neck style in a thin, soft and comfortable fine Merino wool with the feeling of cashmere. Three basic colours in stock all year around (black, navy 
and grey) and additional colours in season. Ivanhoe badge down on left arm.

013/grey 022/navy

015/black 013 /grey 022/navy

MERINO V-NECK
FEMALE 

1100128 

V-neck style in a thin, soft and comfort-
able fine Merino wool with the feeling of 
cashmere.  Great, timeless basic colours. 

Ivanhoe badge down at left arm.

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, mulesingfree

Material: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine, 
mulesingfree

Material: 100% Cotton

Material: 100% Cotton

Material: 100% Cotton
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IVANHOE HOME COLLECTION

The increasing demand of taking your responsibility and both producing and consuming with future genera-

tions in mind, is the main reason why we in September 2019 launched our Ivanhoe Home Collection.

The home collection is lovingly based on offcuts and surplus material from our production; yarn, buttons and 

knitted materials are reworked and refined to be given a new life and new perspective. Colours and patterns 

are determined by availability resulting in unique, eco-friendly and beautiful home interior details warming 

both body and soul.

The home collection is an important part of our work towards a more responsible and sustainable manu-

facturing process. It is all about maximising use and minimizing waste - reclaim and reuse. 
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BLANKET 120 X 165 CM

ART. 4100156 

BLANKET XL 120 X 190 CM

ART. 4100180

999/multi

All three blankets (4100156, 
4100180, 4100157) and the 
pillowcase are also available in 

seasonal colours, all depending on 
availability.Colour code 999.

SMALLER BLANKET 90 X 120 CM

ART. 4100157

PILLOWCASE 50 X 50 CM

ART. 4100164

(BUTTONS MADE OF COCONUT SHELL)

055/graphite marl 020/grey marl

020/grey marl 055/graphite marl

055/graphite marl 020/grey marl 083/jaquard

PATCHWORK BLANKET 150x210cm

ART. 4100081

PATCHWORK BLANKET JUNIOR 60x70CM

ART. 4100082

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

Material: 100% wool, boiled wool quality
Weight: approx. 450g/m2

999/multi

999/multi

THE PATCHWORK BLANKETS ARE AN IMPORTANT PART OF OUR 

SUSTAINABLE FOCUS AND A WAY TO MAXIMIZE USE AND MINIMIZE 

WASTE. THESE BLANKETS ARE PRODUCED WHEN THERE IS FABRIC 

AVAILABLE AND FREE CAPACITY IN PRODUCTION, AND THEREFORE 

WE CAN NEVER GIVE AN EXACT DELIVERY DATE.

Each patchwork blanket is unique 
when it comes to the combination of 

colours and patterns.
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MERINO WOOL

We use Merino wool, extrafine, this wool is particularly soft and can easily be worn direct to skin.

Our unique half Milano knit is balanced and developed for optimal comfort.

Half Milano kntting, weight: 400g/m2

Micron count: 19,5

The wool comes from either Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Argentina or Uruguay - these are the main 
countries of Merino wool production.
We are in the progress of replacing all our merino wool with mulesingfree merino wool.

UNDERWOOL - 100% MULESING FREE 
All Merino wool used in our layer one programme is mulesing free. 

All our WINDBREAKER jackets and sweaters have lining supplied by the Swedish company FOV in Borås. 
The lining quality used in our collection are developed for activewear and are  Blue Sign®  certified.

We use SPORT LODEN yarn in our 
boiled wool garments. A Blue Sign 
certified yarn supplied by

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material, 
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on 
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base 
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

TENCEL® branded lyocell fibres from the house of Lenzing. They are of botanic origin, since they are extracted from 
the raw material wood. Fibre production itself is extremely ecofriendly, due to the closed loop system. Textiles of  
TENCEL® fibres are more absorbent than cotton, softer than silk and cooler than linen.

We combine wool with TENCEL® to get a lighter, softer and cooler feeling.

SPORT LODEN/TENCEL®
60% Sport loden wool 40% TENCEL®, weight: approx. 350g/m2

An Indorama Ventures Company

The SPORT LODEN yarn is both Blue Sign® certified 
and guaranteed mulesing free.

The wool comes from South America, Argentina, 
Uruguay

Micron count: 26,5-27

NLS - NEW LEVEL OF SUSTAINABILITY

We are happy to announce that we have started to work in a totally natural, undyed wool quality. This 
product results from a complex selection process of the naturally available shades which are mixed to create a 
range of naturalcolours without the use of dyes, chemicals or water. This authentic product is 100% natural 
and environmentally friendly.

100%
100% nature
100% degradable
100% housholdcomposting
100% renewable resource
100% no mulesing wool

N
AT

U
R

A
L

W
O

O
L 

C
O

LO
U

R
S

Zero
Zero dye stuff used
Zero chemicals used
Zero auxiliaries used
Zero micro plastic

The wool comes from South America.
Micron count: 26,5-27

Knitting: 100% Merino Wool Extrafine
Lining: 100% PA, breathability: 
20000g/m2/24h

UNDYED 
WOOL



Make sure your woolen garment really needs to be washed. Unlike cotton and man-made materials, wool 
does not need to be washed frequently - even wool socks can be worn many times between washing if 
allowed to be aired out between wearing them. 

When you wash, look for washing instructions in the side seam. Most of our wool garments can be washed 
in the washing machine, using the 30oC (approx. 80oF) WOOL PROGRAM.

HOWEVER, BEFORE PUTTING ANY WOOLLENS IN THE MACHINE, MAKE SURE THAT:

The care label states that it is machine washable.

The directions on the care label are followed.

The correct program on your washing machine is chosen.            + WOOL PROGRAM.

Spin speed is correct. When selecting the wool program, some machines automatically switch to the correct 
spin speed setting for wool, whilst others will require the spin speed to be set independently from the wool 
program. 

If washing by hand, rub gently to avoid felting.

Pull gently into shape and dry flat.
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HOW TO TAKE CARE OF YOUR WOOL GARMENT

30°

Wool sweaters do 

not need to 
be washed 
particularly often. 

Instead, hang the garment out for airing occasionally and it will 
soon revive and feel clean and fresh again. 

Our paper hang tags are made of FSC certified paper.

The woven carelabels and tags are made of recycled polyester.

We also try to keep as many of our other fabrics and trims as natural as possible, for example all buttons used 
are made of wood, recycled polyester, coconut shell or recycled paper.

Speaking of paper.....our fake leather logo badges are made of Jacron.
Jacron is a sustainable vegan leather alternative made from cellulose and often used in the global textile and 
apparel industry. 

Jacron is a type of paper material and a standard name for a fabric with similar qualities to animal-derived 
leather.



Brodal Female 092
Ipsum Hat 015
Ipsum Hat 065
Beata Full Zip 065

Moritz Half Zip 002

Brodal Female 018

Brodal Half Zip 035
Nanne Full Zip 092
NLS Rib Hat 251

Nanne 090
Ipsum Hat 070
Bruno Full Zip 002

Sverre Half Zip 013
Moritz Half Zip 070

NLS Rib Hat 056
NLS Twig Full Zip 056

Ipsum Hat 075
Sverre Half Zip 075

Ipsum Hat 075
Ellie Full Zip 075

66  -  Shop the look



Ipsum Hat 075
Sverre Half Zip 075

Ipsum Hat 075
Ellie Full Zip 075

Moritz Full Zip 013
Dante Vest 075
Merino Long Sleeve 015

Ipsum Hat 068
Sire Crewneck 409

Danny Full Zip 015

JR Block 090

Ipsum Hat 002
Freya Full Zip 008
Freya Scarf 008
Loden Gaters 002
Freya Legwarmers  008

NLS Rib Hat 094
NLS Daisy 094
NLS Petal Female 067
NLS Rag sock 067

Beata Full Zip 111
UW Mel Half Zip 015
Dina Half Zip 055

UW Headband 174
Mila Full Zip 117

NLS Rib Hat 067
NLS Humla Poncho 067
NLS Petal 056

66  -  Shop the look



Trikågatan 2, 523 60 Gällstad    l    Phone: +46 (0)321 688 700    l    info@ivanhoe.se    l    www.ivanhoe.se

facebook.com/ivanhoeofsweden

instagram.com/ivanhoeofsweden
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